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Solo
The world turned upside down
Our hearts got lost somehow
And we missed a beat
When we lost our way and we got out of line
And out of time

But the world it passed us by
While we stepped out of time
And I missed the sound
Of the rhythm of your heartbeat close to mine
Keeping time

Chorus (All)
When the chime began to strike in our minds
And the rainbow woke our eyes
Then the sun began to rise in our hearts
And our hope returned again

Solo
So we turn our lives around
And the minutes turn to hours
We can take the truth
As we hold this drop of life in our own hands
One more time

Chorus (All)
When the chime began to strike in our minds
And the rainbow woke our eyes
Then the sun began to rise in our hearts
And our hope returned again
And our hope returned again
Solo And our hope returned again